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Abstract- Medical image fusion is the tool for the
clinical applications. For medical diagnosis, the edges
and outlines of the interested objects is more important
than other information. Therefore, how to preserve the
edge-like features is worthy of investigating for medical
image fusion. As we know, the image with higher
contrast contains more edge-like features. In terms of
this view, this paper proposed a new medical image
fusion scheme based on Non Subsampled Contourlet
Transform (NSCT) and pixel level fusion rule, which is
useful to provide more details about edges at curves. It
is used to improve the edge information of fused image
by reducing the distortion. This transformation will
decompose the image into finer and coarser details and
finest details will be decomposed into different
resolution in different orientation. The pixel level fusion
rule will be applied and low frequency and high
frequency coefficients are selected, in these fusion rule
we are following Gabor filter bank and Gradient based
fusion algorithm. The fused contourlet coefficients are
reconstructed by Inverse Non Subsampled Contourlet
Transformation (NSCT).The goal of image fusion is to
obtain useful complementary information from CT/MRI
multimodality images. By this method we can get more
complementary information and also Better correlation
coefficient, PSNR (Peak-Signal-to-Noise Ratio) and
less MSE (Mean square error).
Keywords-Non Subsampled Contourlet Transform
(NSCT), Multimodal medical image fusion, Pixel level
fusion, Gabor filter bank, Gradient based fusion.
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I.INTRODUCTION
Generally, Medical image fusion technique is to
combine the information of a variety of images with
computer-based image processing method. It is being
used for medical image fusion so as to get a better
image
which
is clearer and contains
more
information.
In the clinical diagnosis and treatment, the use of fused
images can provide more useful information. It is
important for lesion location, making treatment and
pathological study. In the medical images, CT can
clearly reflect the anatomical structure of bone tissues.
Oppositely, MRI can clearly reflect the anatomical
structure of soft tissues, organs and blood vessels. In the
clinical diagnosis and treatment, the problems about the
comparison and synthesis between CT and MRI were
frequently encountered. For this purpose, the
multimodal medical image fusion has been identified as
a promising solution which aims to integrating
information from multiple modality images to obtain a
more complete and accurate description of the same
object. Multimodal medical image fusion not only
helps in diagnosing diseases, but it also reduces the
storage cost by reducing storage to a single fused image
instead of multiple-source images[1].
The salient contributions of the proposed framework
over existing methods can be summarized as follows.
•

This paper proposes a new image fusion frame
work for multimodal medical images, which
relies on the NSCT it will decompose the
images into subbands.

•

The sub band images of two source images
obtained from NSCT are utilized for
morphological process to get the enhanced
information to diagnose the brain diseases.
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•

•

•

Here, the pixel level fusion method is
approached for this process. It will be
implemented based on Gabor-filter bank and
gradient detection for coefficient selection.
The low frequency subbands of two source
images will be fused by Gabor coefficients
selection and high frequency subbands will be
fused by Gradient measurement to select
desired coefficients.
Finally, fused frequency subbands are inverse
transformed to reconstruct the fused image and
parameters will be evaluated between input
and fused image.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. NSCT can
be described in Section II followed by the proposed
Multimodal medical image fusion framework and
NSCT decomposition in Section III. Experimental
results and discussions are given in Section IV and the
concluding remarks are described in Section V.
II. PRELIMINARIES
This section provides the description of concept on
which the proposed framework is based. These concept
include NSCT which described as follows.
A. Non-Subsampled Contourlet Transform (NSCT)
NSCT is a kind of multi-scale and multidirection computation framework of the discrete
images. It can be divided into two stages including
non-subsampled pyramid (NSP) and non-subsampled
directional filter bank (NSDFB). The former stage
ensures the multiscale property by using two-channel
non-subsampled filter bank, and one low-frequency
image and one high-frequency image can be produced
at each NSP decomposition level. The subsequent NSP
decomposition stages are carried out to decompose the
low Frequency component available iteratively to
capture the singularities in the image. As a result, NSP
can result in sub-images, which consists of one lowand several high-frequency images having the same size
as the source image which denotes the number of
decomposition levels. Fig.1 gives the NSP
decomposition with k=3 levels.

Fig.1 Three-stage non-subsampled pyramid
decomposition.
The NSDFB is two-channel non-subsampled filter
banks which are constructed by combining the
directional fan filter banks. NSDFB allows the direction
decomposition with stages in high-frequency images
from NSP at each scale and produces directional
sub-images with the same size as the source image[1].
Therefore, the NSDFB offers the NSCT with the multidirection property and provides us with more precise
directional details information. A four channel NSDFB
constructed with two-channel fan filter banks is
illustrated in Fig.2.

Fig. 2 Four-channel non-subsampled directional filter
bank.
III.PROPOSED MEDICAL IMAGE FUSION
FRAMEWORK
In this section, we have discussed some of the
motivating factors in the design of our approach to
multimodal medical image fusion. The proposed
framework takes a pair of source image denoted by A
and B to generate a composite image. The basic
condition in the proposed framework is that all the
source images must be registered in order to align the
corresponding pixels. The block diagram of the
proposed framework is depicted in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3 Block diagram of proposed multimodal medical
image fusion Framework
A.NSCT Decomposition
NSCT decomposition is to compute the multi
scale and different direction components of the
discrete images. The block diagram of Decomposition
Flow is depicted in Fig.4. It involves the two stages
such as non sub sampled pyramid (NSP) and non
subsampled directional filter bank (NSDFB) to extract
the texture, contours and detailed coefficients. NSP
decomposes the image into low and high frequency
subbands at each decomposition level and it produces
n+1 sub images if decomposition level is n. NSDFB
extracts the detailed coefficients from direction
decomposition of high frequency subbands obtained
from NSP. This NSDFB includes Fan Filters and
Parallelogram Filters. It generates m power of 2
direction sub images if number of stages be m. The
images of two source images obtained from NSCT are
utilized for morphological process to get the enhanced
information to diagnose the brain diseases.

B. Pixel Level Fusion
Here,the pixel level fusion method is
approached for this process. It will be implemented
based on Gabor filter bank and Gradient detection for
coefficient selection. The low frequency subbands of
two source images will be fused by Gabor coefficients
selection and high frequency subbands will be fused by
Gradient measurement to select desired coefficients.
Finally, fused two different frequency subbands are
inverse transformed to reconstruct the fused image and
parameters will be evaluated between input and fused
image.
C.LF Fusion and HF Fusion
1)Fusion of low frequency coefficients(Gabor Filter
Approach):The low frequency subbands of two source
images are fused based on selection of appropriate
coefficients using Gabor filtering. It is useful to
discriminate and characterize the texture of an image
through frequency and orientation representation. It
uses the Gaussian kernel function modulated by
sinusoidal wave to evaluate the filter coefficients for
convolving with an image.The complex Gabor in space
domain, here is the formula of a complex Gabor
function in space domain
g(x, y) = s(x, y) r (x, y)
where s(x,y) is a complex sinusoidal, known as the
carrier, and r (x,y) is a 2-DGaussian-shaped function,
known as the envelop. The complex sinusoidal is
denotes as follows,
s(x, y) = exp (j (2*pi(u0 x + v0 y) + P))
where (u0, v0) and P denotes the spatial frequency and
the phase of the sinusoidal respectively. The parameters
are: u0=v0=1=80 cycles/pixel; P=0 deg. The real part
and the imaginary part of this sinusoidal are
Re (s(x, y)) = cos (2*pi*(u0 x + v0 y) + P)
Im (s(x, y)) = sin (2*pi*(u0 x + v0 y) + P)
The parameters u0 and v0 denotes the spatial frequency
of the sinusoidal in Cartesian coordinates. This spatial
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frequency can also be expressed in polar coordinates as
magnitude F0 and direction w0:
F0=

0
=
i.e.,
u0=F0 cos 
v0=F0 sin

Using this representation, the complex sinusoidal is
s(x,y)=exp(j(2πF0(x cos0+ y sin 0)+P))
The Gaussian envelop looks as follows
r(x,y)=K exp(-π(a2(x-x0)r2+b2(y-y02))
where (x0; y0) is the peak of the function, a and b are
scaling parameters of the Gaussian, and the r subscript
stands for a rotation operation3 such that
(x-x0)r = (x-x0) cos+ (y-y0) sin 
(y-y0)r = - (x-x0) sin+ (y-y0) cos 
2)Fusion of high-frequency coefficients (Gradient
Measurement):High-frequency coefficients always
contain edge and texture features which can be fused by
evaluating the gradient of the each sub band
coefficients. The gradient of an image will be defined
as,
G = Sqrt (dzdx. ^2 + dydx. ^2)
Where, the dzdx and dydx are the y derivatives and x
derivatives obtained by the sobel edge operators. Then
these coefficients are fused based on the searching
maximum gradient of these two using decision rule.
The block diagram of coefficient selection is shown
Fig.5. Based on Decomposition Flow shown in Fig.4
this coefficient selection has 2 low and 2 high
frequency inputs.

consistent criterion with the subjective assessment of
the image quality is rigorous. Hence, there is a need to
create an evaluation system. Therefore, first an
evaluation index system is established to evaluate the
proposed fusion algorithm. These indices are
determined according to the statistical parameters.
A. Parameter Evaluation
1)Peak–signal-to noise ratio and Mean square
error: To establish an objective criterion for digital
image quality, a parameter named PSNR (Peak Signal
to Noise Ratio) is defined in equation as follows:
PSNR = 10*log10 (255*255/MSE)
where MSE (Mean Square Error) - mean-squared
difference between the fused-image and the originalimage. The mathematical definition for MSE is defined
in equation as follows:
2
MSE=
Where aij -pixel value at position (i,j) in the input
image.bij - pixel value at the same position in the output
image. M,N - number of rows and columns. The
calculated PSNR usually adopts dB value for quality
judgment. The larger PSNR is, the higher the image
quality is (which means there is only little difference
between the input-image and the fused-image). On the
contrary, a small dB value of PSNR means there is
great distortion between the input-image and the fusedimage.
2)Correlation Coefficient: It gives similarity in the
small structures between the original and reconstructed
images. Higher value of correlation means that more
information is preserved. Coefficient correlation in the
space domain is defined by:
Correlation = sum (sum (B.*A))/Sqrt (sum
(sum (B.*A))*sum(sum (A.*A)));
Where, B - difference between fused image and its
overall mean value. A - difference between source
image and its overall mean value.
B. Experiments on CT/MRI Image Fusion

Fig.5 Low and High Frequency Coefficient selection
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Some general requirements for fusion
algorithm are:(1)It should be able to extract
complimentary features from input images.(2) it must
not introduce artifacts or inconsistencies (3) it should be
robust and reliable. However, selecting a proper
Copyright to IJIRSET
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To evaluate the performance of the proposed
image fusion approach, two different datasets of human
brain are considered(see Fig. 6 and 7). These images are
characterized in two different groups 1) CT-MR
Dataset 1 and 2) CT-MR Dataset 2. The corresponding
pixels of two input images have been perfectly coaligned. All images have the same size of 256 × 256
pixel, with 256-level gray scale. The proposed medical
fusion technique is applied to these image sets .It can be
seen that due to various imaging principle and
environment, the source images with different modality
contain complementary information. For implementing
NSCT, flat filters and diamond maxflat filters are used
as pyramidal and directional filters respectively. Here
the Experiments are based on decomposition of NSP
and NSDFB with 2 levels, based on that 1 low
www.ijirset.com
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frequency and 2 High frequencies are obtained for each
image.
The parameter evaluation for fused image
can be shown in Table I and it is clear that the
proposed algorithms not only preserve spectral
information but also improve the spatial detail
information of medical images. (see Table I).

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig.9 MR Image((d)Low and (e),(f) High Frequency of
Dataset 1)
Fig.6 Dataset 1(CT-MR Images)

Fig.7 Dataset 2(CT-MR Images)

(g)

(h)

(i)
Fig.10 ((g),(h)CT-MR Dataset 1 and (i) Fused Image)

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig.8 CT Image((a)Low and (b),(c) High Frequency of
Dataset 1)
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(a)

(b)

(c)
(g)

Fig.11 CT Image((a)Low and (b),(c) High
Frequency of Dataset 2)

(h)

(i )

Fig .13((g),(h)CT-MR Dataset 2 and (i) Fused
Image)
TABLE I
PARAMETER EVALUATION FOR FUSED
MEDICAL IMAGES
Image
Modalities

Image
Dataset1
(CT and MRI)
(d)

Parameter
values(Fused
Image)

PSNR

39.7911

MSE

6.8229

Correlation

0.6268

PSNR

39.0268

MSE

8.1359

Correlation

0.7918

(e)

(f)

Fig.12 MR Image((d)Low
Frequency of Dataset 2)

Parameters

and

(e),(f)

High

Image
Dataset2
(CT and MRI)

V.CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel image fusion framework is
proposed for multi-modal medical images, which is
based on non-subsampled contourlet transform. For
fusion, two different rules are used, by which more
information can be preserved in the fused image with
improved quality. The low frequency bands are fused
by Gabor filter bank whereas Gradient measurement is
adopted as the fusion measurement for high-frequency
bands. In our experiment, two groups of CT/MRI
images are fused using proposed framework. The visual
and parameter evaluation demonstrate that the proposed
algorithm can enhance the details of the fused image,
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and can improve the visual effect with much less
information distortion. Further, in order to show the
practical applicability of the proposed method, two
clinical examples are also considered which includes
analysis of diseased person’s brain with recurrent
tumor.
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